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By J. B. Ott, J. R. Goates, and J. Reeder
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Contribution from Department of Chemistry

Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah

Solid state batteries that employ a metal as an anode and a halogen ' ' '· "·   4
i

I.-/.., ..: .. U
complexed with a charge-transfer donor as a cathode have been described by  ' . : . 'f;  ' i,

Gutmann, Hermann, and Rembaum. 1 Stable cells with open-circuit voitages               # ·   it     E

ranging from .006 volts with Fe to 2.25 volts with Ba as the anode were

obtained.

In the present investigation we have used cells based on the same

principle, but employing pure alkali metal or a mixture of alkali metals

for the anode. We desired to (1) determine if the cells were sufficiently

reversible that they could be used to obtain thermodynamic quantities for
,':...

alkali metal mixtures and (2)  produce a solid state cell with a high voltage,
-.

and check its performance.

EXPERIMENTAL

Purity of Reagents. The iodine, pyrene, and anthracene used were reagent

grade, the potassium was MSA Research'Corporation high purity grade, and the

sodium was U. S. Industrial Chemical Company.reactor grade.

1 -  F. Gutmann, A. M. Hermann, and A. Rembaum, J. Electrochem. Soc. 114,

323 (1967).
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Preparation of Cell Materials and Assembly of Cell. The cathode material

for the cell was a charge-transfer complex consisting of an aromatic donor

compound (either pyrene or anthracene in this study) and iodine.  The mole

fraction of iodine in the complex was set at 0.667, which corresponds to the

composition of the 2:1 solid state compound that is known to form between

I2 and pyrene.

The total sample weight was not important.  An arbitrary amount of

the aromatic compound was weighed out and a corresponding weight of iodine

was added.  The iodine and aromatic compound were stirred together in a

beaker, which was then placed on a hot plate and heated until the mixture

melted.  This method of melting the components together to form a charge-

-9.. :      .  I
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transfer complex was an effective preparation only when the melting point

of the complex was relatively low.  The charge-transfer complex thus formed

was poured into the cell while still molten.

The cell was contained in a pyrBx glass U-tube, 8.5 cm long with an

outside diameter of 13 mm. It was filled with the complex up to about 5 cm

from the.top of each arm of the tube.  The alkali metal or alloy was then

added in one side of the tube.

The storage of the alkali metals, the preparation of alkali metal alloys,

and the final assembly and use of the cell were all done in a Vacuum/Atmospheres

Corporation HE-133-5 Vac Lab.  High purity argon gas was used for the inert

atmosphere.  Oxygen and water vapor concentrations were kept at levels of           *

< 1 ppm by continuously circulating the argon atmosphere through a Vacuum/

Atmospheres Corporation HE-373 B-1 purification train, except during the time

the cell was actually in use.  During this time the concentration of iodine

vapor was too high to allow use of the purification train.

The preparation of a sodium-potassium alloy having a composition of 0.502

mole fraction potassium was accomplished by weighing the sodium and potassium

into a nickel crucible. A nickel crucible was used since nickel is not
». I

attacked by alkali metals.  A top-loading Mettler P-160 single-pan balance

which was accurate to + 0.001 g was used for weighing the Na and K.  At that

composition, the alloy is a liquid at room temperature.  A syringe was used

to transfer it into the cell.

When using pure sodium or pure potassium in the cell, the metal first

had to be heated until molten, then it could be transferred into the cell by

means of a syringe.  Putting the alkali metal into the cell while it was in

the liquid state guaranteed that better contact would be made between the
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complex and the metal.

To complete the assembly of the cell two inert platinum electrodes
i '.

were added.  One was put in the alkali metal or alloy while it was still

in the liquid state.  The other was pressed firmly down into the charge-

transfer complex so as to make good electrical contact.

Control and Measurement of Temperature. Some cells were used at room

temperature. Of those which were heated, the earlier ones made with sodium

were stoppered and brought out of the dry box.  They were then placed in a

constant temperature oil bath, which was kept at 105'C.  Later cells were

left in the dry box and heated using a heating mantle.

The temperatures were measured using chromel-alumel thermocouples,
Il

referenced at 25'C, and recorded on a Honeywell Electronik 16 Multipoint

recorder.

Voltage Measurements. The two instruments used for voltage measurements

were a Hewlett-Packard 345OA Multi-function Digital Voltmeter and a Hewlett-

Packard 342OA DC Differential Voltmeter/Ratiometer.  The latter could be

used with an Esterline-Angus recorder to record the drift in voltage over

long periods of time.

An external circuit containing a variable resistance, 0-99,999 ohms,

was constructed for the purpose of discharging the cells.  Included in the

circuit was a 10-ohm standard resistor, across which the voltage was measured,

thus allowing the computation of the current drawn from the cell.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Open-circuit Voltages

Several cells were prepared using either sodium or sodium-potassium

anodes.  The open-circuit voltages were recorded before any attempt was made

'
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to study the discharge characteristics of the cells.  After the cells

were prepared, a considerable period of time was generally required for

the open-circuit voltages to attain any degree of stability.  With sodium

anodes, however, the open-circuit voltage could generally be recorded after

10-12 hours, while cells with sodium-potassium anodes required a minimum of

48 hours to stabilize.  A listing of the open-circuit voltages for represen-

tative cells is given in Table I-1.  The following observations can be made:

(1)  Compared with commercial batteries the voltages obtained are very

high.

(2)  The voltages approach the reversible values calculated on the

assumption that the cell reaction is the formation of iodide salt.

For the cell with a sodium anode at 25' we calculated the emf on

the basis of the reaction

Na(s) + & I2(s) = NaI(s)                                      :
The emf was obtained from the relation

TA [GO-H 98 ] + AH go= L T 298
'.>11.....

I n 3

0
where 8 = open circuit voltage

Go = standard Gibbs free energy

Ho = standard enthalpy

T  = absolute temperature

n  = number of equivalents

3 = Faraday
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00Values of (G  - H 298)/T and 8 H'298 were obtained from Pitzer and·, .· t'.  ,.·I

·

2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         '                   .          .4.    2   ·        ...        ' . . . . . . . . , 'Brewer. The calculated value of the open-circuit potential is.··., ,'-.'· .·.-6

2.950 v. at 25'C, which is to be compared with the experimental .-'-   ;,  ::,

value of 2.855. A similar calculation of open-circuit potential '"     'i

at 105'C for the reaction , . f
1

'11.

Na(£)  + &  I2(s)  =  NaI (s) :

1yields a value  of  2.942 v, which  is  to be compared  with the experi- . ,
.           ·      '..i '14

mental value 2.922 volts.  Thus, the cells approach the, reversible , ',.·; '::t
' I

value, but apparently are not sufficiently reversible  to be
useful    ..  '       ,i,

in thermodynamic applications.

(3)  The cells have reasonable stability.  The deviation listed in         '.    

Table 1 represents the short time ripple in the voltage; the drift

over several hours falls within the limits of the ripple.  Deviations

between replicate cells, however, are often several orders of magni-

tude higher than the ripple.  This is especially true of the lower

temperature, freshly prepared cells.  Another test of reproducibility

and reversibility is shown in the results of the last two cells in

..41.. f j.     .., Table 1.  In these experiments sodium was used in one arm of the

U-tube, Na-K alloy in the other, and the iodine-pyrene complex in

the center.  This cell is the equivalent of two separate cells with

sodium and sodium-potassium anodes, respectively, connected in opposi-

tion to one another.  Thus, the voltage expected from the combination

cell would be

2  -   Pitzer,  K.  S., and Brewer, L., "Thermodynamics", McGraw-Hill,  New

York, 1961.

'.
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8(NaK/Na)  =  8(NaK) - 8(Na)

'•'; '1.·.      c-·  :. ' tusing the value of ((NaK) and 8(Na) in Table 1 gives roughly a  '... ·.

predicted value of 8(NaK/Na)2' 0.1, which is in rather poor agree-' .:. ':· vh
b   I.  .      . .  1

ment with the measured values of 2 0.2 - 0.3 volts.
'
···.i         '          TIn  general, the higher temperature cells showed better stability  ,   - 5  .

- i.t: :               ' ,  i

» , .4(by almost an order of magnitude)  than  the 25' cells. Aging of  the.

cell improved the stability; for example, cells that were allowed   ''·  .i

to stand three months after preparation showed higher voltages.'and   ; ·' · .' · ·:

less ripple  (by a factor of 20) than freshly prepared cells. ·  The'              ·&
effect of aging is encouraging. Apparent ly the shelf-life   of   the      . . '          ,     ./

, . .A 1.1
I .,       .  . . .    :    .   '.

cell is very long, which would be important if it were to have.': , .

practical applications  as a battery.   Also  it may be possible with      . . :f'

enough aging for the cells to become sufficiently stable and repro-

ducible for thermodynamic applications.

The effect of heat on the stability of the voltage is similar  ·    . '„I
'. :...3

to that of aging.· For example, a freshly prepared Na/pyrene/£2 cell.

shows an open-circuit voltage of - 2.86 volts, approximately 0.1 volt ."

below the calculated reversible value.  After heating to 105'C for
fb...  I

several hours, and then cooling back to 25'C, the voltage does not
-

return to its initial value, but rises to - 2.91 volts, which is

only .04 volt below the reversible value.

Performance Characteristics. The high open-circuit·:voltage,  near 3 volts,

has been previously mentioned.  Because of their high internal resistance,

these cells, however, provide very low power.  The short circuit current is

0,approximately 2 ma/cm2.

I ,1 .,
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Cells that have been allowed to age show smooth, normal current vs

external resistance patterns.

The voltage drop as a cell discharges through a 3000 ohm resistance is

given in Fig. 1 for a representative cell.  The voltage drop is hardly

perceptible during the first 24 hours of discharging.  It is interesting

that the cell quickly recovers to its initial voltage after having been

short circuited for fairly long periods of time., For example, a represen-

tative cell after 24 hours of discharging regained its initial voltage within       '

24 minutes.

Summary. Electrochemical cells consisting of Na(s), Na(£), or Na-K (£ alloy)

as anodes and I2 complexed with either pyrene or anthracene for cathodes have

been prepared.  Their emf's are high (3 volts) and their short-circuit currents

2
are low (2 ma/cm ).  Their emf's are nearly  the reversible value calculated

on the assumption that the cell reaction is the formation of an iodide salt         t

from the elements. The cells have a remarkable shelf-life (stability increases

with the age of the cell), and they recover quickly their initial emf even

after being discharged for long periods of time.

Ir.2...F I

These cells appear to have possibilities for application where light

weight, high voltage, and longevity are important, and where power requirements

I are low.  The reversibility and reproducibility are judged to be inadequate for

thermodynamic studies.
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AT (11-1)-1707.
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TABLE I-1
. ,

OPEN-CIRCUIT VOLTAGES 1 ':       *

... .. . . . . . .S
..'....'...: ., ..r...5

Anode Cathode Voltage Temperature :..4
(Volts) (0(, .,

..      . . . .  '. '.:...   ·  : .1

.,    .  . .':.. .t

Na pyrene-iodine 2.855 i .02             25 '.-,k. . .. ..: ..<

Na pyrene-iodine 2.922 + .004 105
r.::.1.-1    . :ly

NaK pyrene-iodine 2.94 + .02            25

NaK pyrene-iodine 2.944 + .001         25     ,  ·. · ...    ·, ..:
f :   -I ..t.4 1 1. A

b
NaK pyrene-iodine 2.920 + .005 100

NaK anthracene-iodine 2.936 + .004           25

c                                                                                                                                                                                                    : ,     . . . . .F     ,,M  :i   .t'
Na/NaK pyrene-iodine 0.280 + .016 25 i

K/NaKC pyrene-iodine 0.216 k .005           90
... ,

a -  This cell had KI added to the cell during preparation.

1

b -  Cells were allowed to stand three months after preparation              3
before open-circuit voltage measurements were made.

-1... y          : , c -  The equivalent of two cells in opposition to one another,

one with a sodium or potasaium anode and the other with a

sodium-potassium alloy anode.

.i

.        I

./

/
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